FAQ’s for HEET Approvers/Reviewers
What Hours Should be Reported?
You can report any hours the employee was already scheduled to work during this time period (or through the
end of their contract, whichever ends first). The intention is to try to honor the scheduled times that were
already assigned and established. Do not exceed the limit on the total hours per week; that limitation must
still to be followed.
My Hourly Did Actually Work Some During this Time, can I report that?
Yes, you have 2 options:
1. Have the hourly enter in the hours worked as usual in HEET on the days they worked them.
2. OR you can include those hours when you go in to report and approve their total time to be paid.
If they worked some hours that are different than their original schedule, do they get paid on top of their
scheduled time?
It depends. If they actually worked all their scheduled hours plus additional hours, then you would report all the
hours.
To start with, the time reported should be their total scheduled time. If their total hours actually worked is
more than their total originally scheduled time, you would report that higher total.
Here are some Scenarios:
Scheduled to Work
Actually Worked
What Should be Reported in HEET?

Scenario A
18 hours
0 hours

Scenario B
18 hours
12 hours

Scenario C
18 hours
20 hours

18 hours

18 hours

20 hours

Should I Have All my Hourly Employees Enter all their Actual and Scheduled Time in HEET now?
You can, if you prefer. The HEET system will be open to employees to enter time until Monday morning, May
18th. On that morning, the system will be locked to employees and then only open to Approvers and Reviewers
for the current April 16 – May 15 timesheet.
What if my Employees Don’t Enter the Correct Total Time?
For this timesheet, you will be able to directly adjust the reported total time without having to reject the
timesheet. As a reviewer or approver, you will not be required to create daily time entries. Please ensure that
employees stay within the applicable weekly limits on hours consistent with their employee class.
Can I Still Have the Reviewer Do this First?
Yes, the routing of the timesheets will follow the same order as usual.
Why are there so many employees and positions listed now?
Usually, the only timesheets available to you are the ones previously already started by your employees. In
order to allow you to submit time on behalf of all employees who were scheduled to work during this time, this
list is comprised of all the active hourly and TEA employees and positions assigned to you during this time
period.

